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In our opinion, the market value of the estate in fee simple as of March 1, 2021 is
TWO HUNDRED THIRTY THOUSAND DOLLARS
($230,000).
On March 11, 2020, the global outbreak of a "novel coronavirus" known as
COVID-19 was officially declared a pandemic by the World Health Organization
(WHO). COVID-19 has caused many disruptions with regard to travel, business,
and day-to-day life in the United States and most other countries. The long-term
impact on the U.S. economy and real estate markets is unknown. In analyzing
market conditions, the appraisers have considered the best available information
to measure the COVID-19 impact. The client and intended users of this appraisal
are cautioned that limited information is available at this time to measure this
effect. The value conclusions in this report are as of a specific date; and, due to
continued uncertainty and changes in the markets, the conclusions outlined in
this report could change relatively quickly as markets react to unfolding events.
The appraisers make no representations as to the effect on the subject property
resulting from this event, or any event, subsequent to the effective date of the
appraisal.
This letter must remain attached to the report that follows in order for the value
opinion set forth to be considered valid.
Sincerely,

Greg Knapp
Indiana Certified General Appraiser – #CG41500014
for Terzo & Bologna, Inc.

Erick Landeen, MAI
Indiana Certified General Appraiser #CG40400483
for Terzo & Bologna, Inc.
Did Not Inspect Subject Property
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PROPERTY APPRAISED:

Proposed 15 Acre Parcel
1350 Middle Jamestown Road
Lebanon, IN 46052

DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY: The subject is part of a larger 51.8 acre parcel.
Ken’s Foods has purchased the 51.8 acres that
was subdivided from the 339.62 acres. The
51.8 acres included a farm house with two-car
detached garage, 5 grain bins, and a 100’ x 65’
metal sided barn. The improvements are
deemed to have not contributed significantly to
value.
The City of Lebanon would like to purchase 15
acres located at the northwest corner of the
51.8 acres from Ken’s Foods. The subject 15
acres is zoned agricultural. However, the 51.8
acre parcel is being purchased for expansion of
Ken’s Foods adjacent operation and a rezoning
from agricultural for those purposes is
presumed, including the subject 15 acres. The
majority of the subject is located in a 100-year
flood zone. Further, as described, it would be
landlocked without direct access.
ZONING:

AG, General Agricultural District

HIGHEST & BEST USE
AS IMPROVED:

Continued agricultural use with the potential
for assemblage with an adjacent user,
contributing utility for more intensive
development outside the flood plain. The
subject’s planned use as a regional detention
pond is consistent with this conclusion.

INTEREST APPRAISED:

Estate in fee simple

DATE OF REPORT:

March 2, 2021

EFFECTIVE DATE OF
APPRAISAL:

March 1, 2021

MARKET VALUE
CONCLUSION:

$230,000
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See Section 2 of this appraisal for all
underlying assumptions and limiting
conditions affecting the value.
On March 11, 2020, the global outbreak of a
"novel coronavirus" known as COVID-19 was
officially declared a pandemic by the World
Health Organization (WHO). COVID-19 has
caused many disruptions with regard to travel,
business, and day-to-day life in the United
States and most other countries. The long-term
impact on the U.S. economy and real estate
markets is unknown. In analyzing market
conditions, the appraisers have considered the
best available information to measure the
COVID-19 impact. The client and intended
users of this appraisal are cautioned that
limited information is available at this time to
measure this effect. The value conclusions in
this report are as of a specific date; and, due to
continued uncertainty and changes in the
markets, the conclusions outlined in this report
could change relatively quickly as markets
react to unfolding events. The appraisers make
no representations as to the effect on the
subject property resulting from this event, or
any event, subsequent to the effective date of
the appraisal.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
VALUATION METHODS
There are six basic procedures that can be used to value land. In markets where
transactions have occurred, the sales comparison approach is recognized as the
most accurate method of valuation. In this instance, since data are available, the
sales comparison approach will be applied in the analysis utilizing the market
supported method of comparison.
SCOPE OF WORK
The appraiser’s scope of work comprised a comprehensive data gathering and
analytical process that incorporated but was not necessarily limited to the
following.


The inspection of the subject property by Greg B. Knapp on March 1, 2021
comprised conducting a brief inspection of the site to broadly determine
the type of cover, topography, and determine obvious development
issues. Erick P. Landeen did not inspect the subject property.
Obtain property data from the client, contact sources, and governmental
representatives.
Review legal restrictions relating to the subject as imposed by zoning or
disclosed easements, leases, or other documents in place that may affect
the subject. The appraisal function does not include researching the title
or register of deeds for relevant documents. The value conclusion
incorporates a value based only on the documents disclosed and
reviewed.
Obtain market and transaction data from brokers, other appraisers,
secondary data sources, and in-house files. Data sources utilized for this
valuation are assumed to be reliable and are accepted as such in the
analysis. When possible or deemed appropriate or necessary, first-hand
verification of data for accuracy was conducted.
Analyze the above to determine how the data translates into value
indications for the subject.
Due to the scale of the subject development, research was limited to the
local market. Regional and national financial indicators and investor
requirements are also relevant.









The foregoing list represents an overview of the major items that constitute the
scope of work of this appraisal. Additional items that are relevant to the
definition of the appraisal scope will be found in other portions of the appraisal
text, where they reference appraisal procedures or market analysis issues. The
appraisal is sufficient in scope to develop credible assignment results.
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PURPOSE, CLIENT, INTENDED USER, AND INTENDED USE
 Purpose:

 Client:
 Intended User or Users:
 Intended Use:

To provide our opinion of the market value, and
any other specified values, of the subject
property, subject to the conditions and limitations
stated in Section 2 of this report.
City of Lebanon, Indiana
City of Lebanon, Indiana
Potential Acquisition

Other than those specified, there are no other intended users or uses.
TYPE AND DEFINITION OF VALUE
This report estimates the market value of the property. As used herein, the term
"market value" is based on the definition generally used by agencies that regulate
federally insured financial institutions in the United States.
“The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive
and open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer
and seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably, and assuming the
price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition are the
consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from
seller to buyer under conditions whereby:






Buyer and seller are typically motivated;
Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they
consider their own best interests;
A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of
financial arrangements comparable thereto; and
The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold
unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions granted
by anyone associated with the sale.”1

Further, the term “as-is” market value is identified to be:
“The estimate of the market value of real property in its current physical
condition, use, and zoning as of the appraisal’s effective date.”2

1
2

“Interagency Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines; Notice” - “Federal Register /Vol. 75, No.237
Friday, December 10, 2010/Notices” – “Appendix D-Glossary of Terms” – page 77471
Ibid.
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DEFINITION OF OTHER TERMINOLOGY
Fee Simple Estate Defined
The definition of fee simple estate according to The Dictionary of Real Estate
Appraisal is as follows.
“Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate,
subject only to the limitations imposed by the governmental powers of
taxation, eminent domain, police power, and escheat.”3
ASSUMPTIONS & LIMITING CONDITIONS
This report has been made with the following general assumptions:
1. No responsibility is assumed for the legal description, legal matters, or title
considerations. Title to the property is assumed to be clear and marketable,
and it is assumed that there are no recorded or unrecorded matters or
exceptions to title that would adversely affect marketability or market value.
2. Unless otherwise stated, no consideration is given to liens or encumbrances
against the property.
3. Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.
An analysis of owner or management effectiveness and current or anticipated
actions that will affect property operations is beyond the scope of this report.
4. The information furnished by others is assumed to be reliable. However, no
warranty is given for its accuracy.
5. All engineering is assumed to be correct. The plans and other illustrative
material in this report are included only to assist the reader in visualizing the
property and are not intended for technical purposes.
6. It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the land or
of the improvements that render the property more or less valuable. No
responsibility is assumed for such conditions or for arranging any
engineering studies that may be required to discover them.
7. Building and site inspections that have been completed as part of the
appraisal process by Terzo & Bologna, Inc. are directed to broadly
determining the quality of materials and finishes so that the subject property
can be compared to other properties. This report therefore makes no
representations as to the engineering aspects of the site improvements and
3

Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 6th ed., s.v. “fee simple estate”.
(Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2015).
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buildings or of the adequacy of structural components, or electrical, HVAC,
and plumbing systems, which are assumed to be in operational order.
8. It is assumed that there is and will be full compliance with all applicable
federal, state, and local environmental regulations and laws.
9. Except as noted, no evidence of hazardous material, which may or may not be
present on the property, was observed upon inspection. Except as noted,
Terzo & Bologna, Inc. has no knowledge of the existence of such materials on
or in the property and it is assumed that the property is free of such materials.
Terzo & Bologna, Inc., however, is not qualified to detect such substances.
The presence of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam
insulation, or other potentially hazardous materials may affect the value of
the property. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions, or for
any expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them. The
client (or any reader of this report who is contemplating some financial
commitment to the property) is urged to retain an expert in this field, if
desired.
10. Except as noted, it is assumed that the property is and will be in compliance
with all current applicable zoning, building use regulations, and codes.
11. It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents, or
other legislative or administrative authority from any local, state, or national
government or private entity or organization have or will be obtained or
renewed for any use on which the value estimate contained in this report is
based.
12. No survey of the boundaries of the property was undertaken. It is assumed
that the utilization of the land and improvements will be within the
boundaries or property lines of the property described and that there will be
no encroachment or trespass.
13. Proposed improvements are assumed to have been completed unless
otherwise stipulated. Any construction is assumed to conform to the
building plans referenced in the report.
14. It is assumed that the reader or user of this report has been provided with
copies of applicable building plans or underlying leases.
15. The presence of flood plain or wetland areas could affect the value of the
property. It is assumed that wetland areas are not present or are minimal
unless otherwise stated. Terzo & Bologna, Inc. is not qualified to detect such
areas.
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The report has been made with the following general limiting conditions:
1. Without the express written consent of Terzo & Bologna, Inc., neither the
name of the appraiser, nor the report, nor any material contained in the report
may be included in any prospectus or used in private offering memoranda, or
representations in connection with the sale of securities or participation
interests to the public. Terzo & Bologna, Inc. reserves the right to deny such
consent.
2. Without the express written consent of Terzo & Bologna, Inc., neither the
report nor any part of it may be submitted to the Securities and Exchange
Commission or to any state securities regulatory agency. Terzo & Bologna,
Inc. reserves the right to deny such consent.
3. Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report, especially any
conclusions as to value, the identity of Terzo & Bologna, Inc., any of its staff,
or any reference to the Appraisal Institute or the MAI designation, shall be
quoted or disseminated to the public through advertising, public relations
media, news media, sales media, or other public means of communication
without the prior written consent and approval of Terzo & Bologna, Inc.,
which consent Terzo & Bologna, Inc. reserves the right to deny. Further,
neither the appraiser, nor Terzo & Bologna, Inc., assumes obligation, liability
or accountability to any third party.
4. This report shall be considered only in its entirety. No part of this report shall
be used separately or taken out of context.
5. The value estimates provided apply to the entire property under its reported
highest and best use unless stated otherwise herein. Any pro ration or
division of the total into fractional interests will invalidate the value estimate,
unless such pro ration or division of interests has been set forth in the report.
6. Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of
publication.
7. Terzo & Bologna, Inc. or any of its staff, by reason of this report, is not
required to give further consultation, testimony, or be in attendance in court
or other hearing with reference to the property unless written contractual
arrangements have been made relative to such additional employment.
8. The forecasts, projections, or operating estimates contained herein are based
upon current market conditions, anticipated short-term supply and demand
factors, and a continued stable economy. These market conditions and
forecasts are subject to material changes because of unusual or unforeseen
circumstances. The estimates and opinions within the report are not,
therefore, predictions or assurances as to the achievement of a particular
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income or profit, or that particular events will occur or that a particular price
will be offered or accepted.
9. The Americans with Disabilities Act ("ADA") became effective January 26,
1992. Terzo & Bologna, Inc. has not made a specific compliance survey and
analysis of this property to determine whether or not it is in conformity with
the various detailed requirements of the ADA. It is possible that a
compliance survey of the property, together with a detailed analysis of the
requirements of the ADA, could reveal that the property is not in compliance
with one or more of the requirements of the Act. If so, this fact could have a
negative effect upon the value of the property. Since Terzo & Bologna, Inc.
has no direct evidence relating to this issue, it did not consider possible
noncompliance with the requirements of ADA in estimating the value of the
property.
10. Acceptance and/or use of this report constitutes full acceptance of the
General Assumptions and Limiting Conditions as well as the Special
Assumptions set forth in this report. Neither Terzo & Bologna, Inc. nor its
staff assumes responsibility for any situation arising from the client’s failure
to become familiar with and understand these assumptions and limiting
conditions.
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
LEGAL & GOVERNMENTAL DATA
Owner of Record
KFI Indy, LLC
Recent Ownership History
The subject’s 51.8 acre larger parcel was purchased on February 3, 2021 from M
& I Riley LLC for $1,500,000, or $28,958 per acre. The sales price was provided
by the client and could not be confirmed through public records. The Town of
Lebanon is attempting to purchase a 15.0 acre portion for the construction of a
regional detention pond.
Tax Identification
Real Property Tax Parcel: a portion of tax parcel 06-06-11-000-002.000-001
*The subject site is located within the recently purchased 51.8 acres, which was
subdivided from parcel 06-06-11-000-002.000-001. There is currently not an
established parcel number for this split.
Legal Description
The larger parcel is legally described in public records as:
PT NW & NE & S1/2 11-18-1W 340.85A
Common Identification
The property is commonly known as:
Ken’s Food 15 acres
1350 Middle Jamestown Road
Lebanon, IN 46052
It is located in Center Township, Boone County, Indiana.
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Assessed Valuation & Taxes
The 2020 tax rate for the subject’s tax district is $1.38 per $100 of assessed value.
Legislation in Indiana has placed a limit on property tax rates, known as the
circuit breaker cap. For non-residential commercial property, the cap is 3.0
percent of assessed value. For apartments, the cap is 2.0 percent. Local voter
approved changes can increase the effective rates above the caps. Since the
current rate is below the cap, the current rate is applied Based on this, the chart
below shows the most recent estimated tax liability for the subject.
Estimated Tax Liability
Land Assessment of Larger Parcel
Larger Parcel Acreage
Assessment per Acre
Subject Acreage
Estimated Subject Assessment
2020 Tax Rate
Total Estimated Subject Tax Liability

$663,400
339.62
$1,953.36
15
$29,300
1.38%
$404

As of the date of valuation, all taxes were reported to be current with the local
Treasurer’s office. The current assessment to the subject totals is 12.7 percent of
the market value conclusion in this appraisal. The market value conclusion is
predicated on the assumption that a sale occurs as of the date of valuation.
Indiana law requires that seller and buyer execute a sales disclosure form, which
includes the sale price. The assessor can then compare the sale price to current
assessment and an assessment adjustment can be made. Current assessment
practice entails an annual trending of assessments to current market levels.
Therefore, a typical purchaser/investor could anticipate a change in assessment
and in taxes as occasioned by the sale transaction if there is a significant variation
between the sale price and assessed value.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROPERTY
Site and Site Improvements
A majority of the site is located in a 100-year flood plain and is to be landlocked
without direct access.
Site Size:
Soil Index
Frontage:
Configuration:
Topography:
Wetlands:
Environmental Issues:

FEMA Flood Hazard
Rating:
Ingress and Egress:
Apparent Easements or
Encroachments:
Utilities:
Improvements to Site:
Overall Utility of Site:

TERZO

&BOLOGNA INC.

15 acres
182
The site will not have frontage on any roads.
Irregular
Essentially level. Slopes slightly along ditch.
Shaw Ditch runs along the south boundary of
the site
The appraiser observed no obvious signs of
environmental problems. Terzo & Bologna
appraisers are not environmental analysts.
The client should retain competent counsel on
these issues as it may deem appropriate. An
environmentally acceptable site is presumed
for valuation purposes.
Zone AE; FEMA map by Interflood
#18011C0170E, dated January 18, 2012
Access is gained from the west side of Middle
Jamestown Road. Ingress and egress appear
adequate for current use.
No unusual easements or encroachments were
observed upon inspection.
Municipal nearby
None
The site has no unusual physical
characteristics that would restrict
development. It is adjacent to the Lebanon
Business Park and is boarded by intensive
warehouse developments.
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Proposed 15 Acre Site – Boundaries Area Approximate
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LOOKING SOUTHWEST TOWARD THE SUBJECT’S NORTH LOTLINE FROM ADJACENT
PARCEL
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4.0 EXTERNAL FACTORS AFFECTING VALUE
THE LEBANON URBAN AREA
The City of Lebanon is located in the central region of Indiana and is the county
seat of Boone County. Lebanon is located 15 miles northwest of Indianapolis, 35
miles southeast of Lafayette, 47 miles southwest of Kokomo, and 169 miles
southeast of Chicago, Illinois. The location of Lebanon along Interstate 65 allows
for convenient access to major economic activity and nearby rural environments.
Population
The populations for Lebanon and Boone County are summarized in the
following table.
Population Summary
Lebanon
Boone County

1990
13,009
38,154

2000
15,003
46,107

2010
15,792
56,640

2020
18,858
68,257

2025 Proj.
19,560
70,812

Source: Easy Analytical Software, Inc. (EASI)

From 2010 to 2020, the population of the City of Lebanon increased at an annual
rate of 1.79 percent while the population of Boone County increased at an annual
rate of 1.88 percent. Currently, the City of Lebanon represents approximately
27.63 percent of the county population and is expected to maintain that
percentage into the near future. From 2020 to 2025, the population of Lebanon is
projected to increase at an annual rate of 0.73 percent. The population of Boone
County is projected to increase at an annual rate of .74 percent in the same time
period.
Economic Base
Historically, Boone County was an agriculturally based economy and at present
the majority of the land usage in Boone County is still agriculturally related.
However, in recent years, Boone County has become a primarily industrial based
community. Approximately eighteen percent of those employed within Boone
County are associated with retail trade. A substantial percentage of employment
is also found in the health care and social services, manufacturing, construction,
transportation, and warehousing industries within Boone County. Major
employers in the area are summarized in the following table:
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Employer

Industry

Amazon
Witham Health Services
CNH
Express Scripts
MOBI
LIDS
Fed Ex
Gander Outdoor
Fukai Toyotetsu
Skjodt-Barrett Foods
Hendrickson Trailer CVS

Employees

Distribution
Medical Services
Distribution
Pharmaceutical Fulfillment
Information Technology
Manufacturing
Distribution
Distribution
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing

1,000+
700+
500+
400+
300+
300+
250+
250+
200+
150+
100+

Source: Boone County Economic Development Corporation 2017

According to the Indiana Department of Workforce Development, the labor force
of Boone County consists of 37,149 workers, with 898 unemployed as of
December 2020. Like most regions throughout the United States, Boone County
has fully recovered from the national economic downturn in the past decade. As
of December 2020, the most recent data available, the unemployment rate was 3.1
percent for the City of Lebanon and 2.4 percent for Boone County. These can be
compared to the Indiana rate of 4.0 percent and the United States rate of 6.5
percent. Unemployment rates elevated significantly beginning in March 2020
due to economic conditions associated with the COVID-19 response. The
economy has gradually absorbed those misplacements over the ensuing months.
It is not known if this will be a temporary dislocation or have a longer term
effect. An unemployment history is shown in the following table.
Unemployment Rates (% of Labor Force)
City of Lebanon
Boone County
Indiana
United States

2014
5.0%
4.4%
6.0%
6.2%

2015
4.2%
3.7%
4.8%
5.3%

2016
3.7%
3.4%
4.4%
4.9%

2017
3.2%
2.9%
3.6%
4.4%

2018
2.8%
2.7%
3.4%
3.9%

2019
2.7%
2.5%
3.3%
3.7%

Source: Indiana Department of Workforce Development

Employment in Boone County has increased significantly over the past decade
and is primarily represented by the development of additional manufacturing
and distribution facilities, especially along the I-65 corridor. Domestic and
foreign companies such as Lids, Gander Outdoor, Brooks Running Shoes, Rego
Fix, Fukai Toyotetsu, and many others have added hundreds of jobs over the
aforementioned time period. Employers are having trouble filling the jobs
available in the current environment. The City of Lebanon, the county seat of
Boone County, is revitalizing the town square surrounding the courthouse with
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greenspace, outdoor restaurant areas, and improved pedestrian areas. Lebanon
is also improving the roadways in and out of town with roundabout
intersections. The economic climate of Boone County is positive and the county
is expected to continue to benefit from government and private investment.
Government
Lebanon is the County Seat of Boone County. The city has a full-time Mayor
who is Chief Executive Officer and a seven member Common Council who are
elected for a four year term.
Boone County is governed by three County Commissioners and seven County
Council members. The Board of County Commissioners serves as the executive
and administrative authority for the county. It controls, maintains, and
supervises county property; audits and authorizes claims against the county;
receives bids and authorizes contracts; supervises construction and maintenance
of roads and bridges; appoints certain county and township officials; performs
certain election functions; and serves on the Board of County Finance. The
Council is the financial power of the county, serving as a check on the Board of
County Commissioners. The council fixes the county tax rate; makes
appropriations, re-appropriations, and transfers funds; adopts annual budgets;
incurs county indebtedness; fixes salaries; levies taxes to provide funds for
constructing, repairing and remodeling jails; and furnishes financial assistance to
any community center for the mentally handicapped located in the county.
Education
Three public school systems, including the Lebanon Community School
Corporation, the Western Boone Community Schools, and the Zionsville
Community School system serve Boone County. In total, there are three public
high schools, three public middle schools, and eleven public elementary schools.
Also, available are two alternative schools and one parochial school. Schools of
higher education in the surrounding area are Purdue University in West
Lafayette, and Butler, Marian College, University of Indianapolis, Ivy Tech and
IUPUI in Indianapolis.
Heath Care
The primary facility for healthcare in Lebanon is Witham Memorial Hospital,
which is a full-care facility with ambulance service and a 24-hour emergency
room. There are three other smaller health facilities in addition to the hospital.
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Transportation
Lebanon is serviced by a north/south arterial, Interstate 65, which connects to
Chicago to the north and Indianapolis and beyond to the south. In addition,
state roads 39 and 52 transverse the City of Lebanon to the north and south.
State road 32 runs through Lebanon in an east/west direction. The Indianapolis
International Airport is located approximately 25 miles away on the southwest
side of Indianapolis. In addition, there are five airports; the Boone County
Airport, the Indianapolis Executive Airport, the Hood Field Airport, the Weaver
Airport and the Reimer Aerodrome are located within 20 miles of Lebanon. Also,
Conrail operates the railroad that runs through the west side of town.
Utilities
AT&T provides the telephone service. Lebanon Utilities provides sanitary
sewerage service. Electricity is provided by Lebanon Utilities and Duke Energy.
Water is provided by Lebanon Utilities and Indianapolis Water. Vectren
supplies the natural gas. Boone REMC provides electric to rural customers. Data
services are provided by AT&T, Comcast and Brighthouse.
Recreation
The City of Lebanon has a total of six parks and five golf courses. The city parks
have facilities that include swimming pools, tennis courts, baseball diamonds,
volleyball courts, soccer and football fields, playground equipment, picnic
facilities, and walking courses.
Summary
In brief, Boone County can be categorized as an area experiencing growth as it
completes the second decade of the 21st century. While affected by the national
downturn, the economy of the City of Lebanon and the surrounding area has
expanded in recent years. This stability, created in large part by the diverse
workforce and close proximity to Indianapolis, is expected to continue into the
foreseeable future. The service sector is growing in Lebanon and the
surrounding areas, and this growth should generate additional support to the
real estate sector in the years ahead. Historically, the residents of Boone County
have experienced relatively high levels of employment as compared to the state
and nation. Additionally, the population has grown steadily over the past
decade and is forecast to continue to do so which positively influences potential
economic growth in the region. Government continues to be supportive of
development and adequate infrastructure, both physical and institutional, is
usually available to ensure that growth can occur unimpeded. The factors of
steady demand and government development interest are supportive of real
estate in all sectors.
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THE INDIANAPOLIS METROPOLITAN AREA
The City of Indianapolis is the state capital as well as the largest city in the state.
The Core Based Statistical Area (CBSA) comprises Marion County and nine
contiguous counties: Boone, Brown, Hamilton, Hancock, Hendricks, Johnson,
Morgan, Putnam, and Shelby.
Demographics
In December 1992, the Indianapolis CBSA definition was expanded from eight to
nine counties by the U.S. Department of the Census. The 1990 census count for
the Indianapolis metropolitan area, adjusted to include the Madison County
addition, was 1,385,410 persons. In 2003, the U.S. Department of the Census
made both Putman and Brown counties part of the CBSA and removed Madison
County. The following table depicts the historic and projected population
growth of the Indianapolis CBSA by county.
Indianapolis CBSA Population by County
County

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2018

2020

Marion

794,130

765,560

800,140

860,830

904,500

954,200

961,590

Hamilton

54,760

82,520

110,350

185,220

276,480

329,830

342,030

Johnson

61,340

77,610

88,610

115,760

140,270

155,900

159,850

Subtotal

910,230

925,690

999,100

54,130

70,000

76,110

Hendricks

1,161,810 1,321,250 1,439,930 1,463,470
105,380

145,880

166,210

171,230

Morgan

44,230

52,210

56,220

66,840

69,140

69,990

70,490

Hancock

35,110

43,980

45,690

55,710

70,230

75,950

77,860

Shelby

37,870

39,960

40,380

43,480

44,330

44,510

44,690

Boone

30,950

36,620

38,300

46,390

56,910

66,810

68,670

Brown

9,120

12,380

14,130

15,000

15,210

15,050

15,080

Putnam

26,980

29,220

30,460

36,180

37,910

37,760

37,880

Total

1,148,620 1,210,060 1,300,390 1,530,790 1,760,860 1,916,210 1,949,370

Source: Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. 2019

This chart represents the most comprehensive long-range forecast that is now
available and is sufficient to establish the general population scale of the CBSA.
The CBSA population for the year 2018 was 1,916,210 persons, indicating an
annualized growth rate from 2010 to 2018 of 1.06 percent. Additionally,
according to this forecast, the CBSA will add nearly 16,580 people per year
between 2018 and 2020.
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Indianapolis CBSA Population by County (% of CBSA population)
County

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2018

2020

Marion

69.1%

63.3%

61.5%

56.2%

51.4%

49.8%

49.3%

Hamilton

4.8%

6.8%

8.5%

12.1%

15.7%

17.2%

17.5%

Johnson

5.3%

6.4%

6.8%

7.6%

8.0%

8.1%

8.2%

Subtotal

79.2%

76.5%

76.8%

75.9%

75.0%

75.1%

75.1%

4.7%

5.8%

5.9%

6.9%

8.3%

8.7%

8.8%

Morgan

3.9%

4.3%

4.3%

4.4%

3.9%

3.7%

3.6%

Hancock

3.1%

3.6%

3.5%

3.6%

4.0%

4.0%

4.0%

Shelby

3.3%

3.3%

3.1%

2.8%

2.5%

2.3%

2.3%

Boone

2.7%

3.0%

2.9%

3.0%

3.2%

3.5%

3.5%

Hendricks

Brown

0.8%

1.0%

1.1%

1.0%

0.9%

0.8%

0.8%

Putnam

2.3%

2.4%

2.3%

2.4%

2.2%

2.0%

1.9%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Source: Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. 2019

Marion County, the state's most populated county, will continue to exert
considerable demographic influence on the CBSA in future years. However,
most of the recent Indianapolis CBSA population growth has occurred and is
forecast to continue to occur outside of Marion County. In 2010, Marion County
represented approximately 51.4 percent of the revised CBSA compared to 69.1
percent of the CBSA in 1970. Marion County is forecast to decrease to 49.3
percent of the Indianapolis CBSA by 2020.
Economic Base and Employment
Metropolitan growth has been historically associated with the development of
the transportation and manufacturing industries. In the 1980's, a deliberate
attempt was made to diversify the economic base by focusing on attracting
technology and service oriented industries. The Indianapolis CBSA now has a
wide range of such companies that complement its industrial base. This strong
industry base, coupled with the six colleges and universities located within
Indianapolis, provides local businesses with a well-trained and diverse work
force.
The following table includes the largest employers in the Indianapolis CBSA.
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Indianapolis CBSA Employers
Employer

Business

# Employees

Indiana University Health (all hospitals)

Hospitals and Health Care

23,187

St. Vincent Hospitals & Health Service

Hospitals and Health Care

17,398

Eli Lilly and Company

Pharmaceutical Manufacturer

10,525

Community Health Network

Hospitals and Health Care

11,328

Wal-Mart

Retail Department Stores

8,926

Kroger

Retail Grocers

7,675

FedEx Express

Package and Freight Shipping

5,000

Anthem

Health Benefits and Insurance

4,866

Eskenazi Health

Hospitals and Health Care

4,620

Meijer

Retail Department Stores

4,594

IUPUI

Education - University

4,354

Defense Finance and Accounting

Federal Government Accounting Service

4,337

Franciscan St. Francis Health

Hospitals and Health Care

4,300

IU School of Medicine & Dentistry

Education - University

4,040

Rolls Royce

Aircraft Engine Research/Mfg.

4,000

Roche Diagnostics

Surgical and Medical Instrument Mfg.

4,000

United Parcel Service

Package and Freight Shipping

4,000

Archdiocese of Indianapolis

Catholic Organization

3,650

US Veterans Medical Center

Hospitals and Health Care

2,971

Goodwill Industries of Central and Southern Indiana Workforce development/training/retail

2,600

Allison Transmission

Manufacturing

2,600

Covance

Medical Laboratories/R&D

2,450

Source: The Indy Partnership 2019

Collectively, these firms employ over 115,000 individuals in the Indianapolis
CBSA. In addition to the list above, there are more than 45 additional companies
in the Indianapolis CBSA with 1,000 employees or more each.
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The following charts illustrate historical and projected profiles of the
Indianapolis CBSA labor force.
Indianapolis CBSA Employment Trends
1990

2000

2010

2018

Farm Employment

9,750

9,260

7,320

6,780

Forestry, Fishing, & Other

1,220

1,590

1,380

1,730

Mining

1,180

1,360

1,830

2,200

Utilities

3,770

4,180

4,360

3,850

Construction

52,430

67,070

57,890

73,950

Manufacturing

125,660

126,810

88,810

97,640

Wholesale Trade

42,070

52,930

48,040

52,780

Retail Trade

103,380

128,450

112,620

134,120

Transportation & Warehousing

40,710

54,970

57,110

75,170

Information

15,700

20,470

18,650

18,500

Finance & Insurance

50,080

61,730

62,330

73,270

Real Estate & Rental & Lease

30,110

37,990

50,180

57,520

Professional & Technical Services

38,590

57,660

70,440

89,790

Management & Enterprises
Administrative & Waste Services
Educational Service
Health Care & Social Assistance

8,310

12,190

11,890

15,710

48,890

73,940

83,770

109,840

9,800

14,560

25,380

29,430

69,520

98,260

128,460

154,370

Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

13,610

20,750

24,960

27,970

Accommodation & Food Service

56,050

74,830

81,000

99,430

Other Services

41,580

58,160

65,920

76,500

Federal Civilian Government

20,720

15,830

17,490

17,120

Federal Military Government

10,210

6,750

6,820

6,620

State and Local Government

87,920

99,660

114,750

117,860

Total

881,260

1,099,400

Source: Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. 2019
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Indianapolis CBSA Employment Trends (% of employment)
1990

2000

2010

2018

Farm Employment

1.1%

0.8%

0.6%

0.5%

Forestry, Fishing, & Other

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

0.1%

Mining

0.1%

0.1%

0.2%

0.2%

Utilities

0.4%

0.4%

0.4%

0.3%

Construction

5.9%

6.1%

5.1%

5.5%

Manufacturing

14.3%

11.5%

7.8%

7.3%

Wholesale Trade

4.8%

4.8%

4.2%

3.9%

Retail Trade

11.7%

11.7%

9.9%

10.0%

Transportation & Warehousing

4.6%

5.0%

5.0%

5.6%

Information

1.8%

1.9%

1.6%

1.4%

Finance & Insurance

5.7%

5.6%

5.5%

5.5%

Real Estate & Rental & Lease

3.4%

3.5%

4.4%

4.3%

Professional & Technical Services

4.4%

5.2%

6.2%

6.7%

Management & Enterprises

0.9%

1.1%

1.0%

1.2%

Administrative & Waste Services

5.5%

6.7%

7.3%

8.2%

Educational Service

1.1%

1.3%

2.2%

2.2%

Health Care & Social Assistance

7.9%

8.9%

11.3%

11.5%

Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

1.5%

1.9%

2.2%

2.1%

Accommodation & Food Service

6.4%

6.8%

7.1%

7.4%

Other Services

4.7%

5.3%

5.8%

5.7%

Federal Civilian Government

2.4%

1.4%

1.5%

1.3%

Federal Military Government

1.2%

0.6%

0.6%

0.5%

State and Local Government

10.0%

9.1%

10.1%

8.8%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

Source: Woods & Poole Economics, Inc. 2019

As seen above, most economic sectors have accounted for a consistent percentage
of total employment in the Indianapolis CBSA. Manufacturing employment has
decreased significantly declining from 125,580 jobs in 1990 to 97,640 jobs in 2018,
while total employment has grown from 881,260 in 1990 to 1,342,150 in 2018. As
a result, manufacturing has decreased from 14.3 percent of employment in 1990
to 7.3 percent in 2018. On the other hand, service-based industries, retail trade,
finance, insurance and real estate are showing relatively strong growth. This
trend is forecast to continue. Health Care & Social Assistance presented one of
the strongest growth factors increasing from 7.9 percent in 1990 to 11.5 percent in
2018. Among the largest employers in the CBSA are medical service providers
such as Community Health Network, St. Vincent Hospitals & Health Services,
Indiana University Health (Methodist, IU & Riley Hospitals) and St. Francis
Hospitals.
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Historical Unemployment
Indianapolis CBSA
Indiana
United States

2015
4.5%
4.8%
5.3%

2016
4.0%
4.4%
4.9%

2017
3.3%
3.5%
4.4%

2018
3.2%
3.4%
3.9%

2019
3.0%
3.3%
3.7%

Source: Department of Workforce Development

The Indianapolis CBSA unemployment rate has remained below both the
Indiana and United States averages for the past five years. This indicates a stable
labor force showing signs of relative strength when compared to the state and
nation. As of December 2020, the most recent data available, the unemployment
rate for the Indianapolis CBSA was 4.0 percent. The unemployment rate for the
State of Indiana and for the United States was 4.0 and 6.5 percent, respectively.
Unemployment rates have elevated significantly since March 2020 due to
economic conditions associated with the COVID-19 response. It is not known if
this will be a temporary dislocation or have a longer term effect.
Physical Infrastructure
The Indianapolis area is centrally located and is serviced by a number of
interstates that provide access to nearby cities. In addition, the I-465 beltway
encircles Marion County connecting the various interstates. The following table
illustrates the distance to nearby cities.
City

Distance

Interstate

Chicago, Illinois

175 miles northwest

I-65

Louisville, Kentucky

110 miles south

I-65

Cincinnati, Ohio

110 miles southeast

I-74

Peoria, Illinois

210 miles northwest

I-74

St. Louis, Missouri

235 miles southwest

I-70

Dayton, Ohio

120 miles east

I-70

Columbus, Ohio

180 miles east

I-70

Detroit, Michigan

285 miles northeast

I-69

Freight and passenger rail service is available. Indianapolis International Airport
is located in the southwest quadrant of the city and is served by I-70. All utilities
are generally available throughout the urbanized area of the CBSA, with no
foreseeable problems regarding capacity and related real estate development.
Public and private downtown development of facilities such as the Circle Centre
Mall, Lucas Oil Stadium, ArtsGarden, Victory Field, and Bankers Life Fieldhouse
encourage utilization of the downtown area outside general business hours. The
expansion of the Convention Center has attracted additional convention and
meeting activity for larger conferences. The White River State Park, a multi-use
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park west of downtown currently includes the Indianapolis Zoo, the Eiteljorg
Museum, the NCAA Headquarters, Hall of Champions, the Indiana State
Museum, an IMAX Theater, a sports fitness center, a recreational park, and a
tennis center.
Social Infrastructure
In addition to the public and private school systems, numerous highly regarded
institutions of higher education are located in the area. The Indiana UniversityPurdue University Indianapolis campus (IUPUI) lies adjacent west of the central
business district, providing a number of undergraduate and graduate programs,
including medicine, engineering and technology, business, and law. The
university supplies significant technical support to local business and
government in the form of research and development programs.
Local government monitors municipal development. Indianapolis and Marion
County consolidated a number of functions of government in 1970 under the socalled "Uni-Gov" system. Uni-Gov is intended to contribute to business growth
potential in Marion County by broadening the tax base, streamlining business
access to government services, allowing development without further
annexation, and providing the institutions for public/private cooperation. The
basic executive structure is that of a Mayor and City Council with six
departments as administrators. The Cities of Beech Grove, Lawrence, Southport,
and the town of Speedway fall within the boundaries of Indianapolis, but remain
independent of the "Uni-Gov" system.
Summary
In brief, the Indianapolis CBSA can be categorized as an area that experienced
the negative effects of the national economic crisis but weathered the storm
better than many other large CBSA’s across the region and nation. The
diversification of the workforce in the Indianapolis CBSA has resulted in
unemployment levels lower than state and national averages. Government
continues to actively support development, with adequate infrastructure - both
physical and institutional - usually available to ensure some stability in the local
real estate market. The past factors of steady demand and government interest
in continued development are supportive of long-term real estate investment
throughout the CBSA.
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NEIGHBORHOOD
The subject neighborhood can be described as the area to the southwest of the
City of Lebanon. The area to the south/west side of US 52 is comprised of
primarily industrial uses. The uses immediately surrounding the subject are
industrial and vacant land.
Boundaries:

Location:
Built Up:
Growth Rate:
Property Values:
Demand/Supply:
Predominant Occupancy:
Vacancies:
Land Use Change:

North: IN 32/US 52
East: IN 39
South: W 200 s
West: N 300 W
Rural
50%
Increasing
Stable
Appears to be in balance for all product types.
Improved industrial and vacant farmland
Minimal
Not likely
Good

Employment Stability
Convenience to Employment
Convenience to Shopping
Convenience to Schools
Adequacy of Public Transportation
Recreation Facilities
Adequacy of Utilities
Property Compatibility
Protection from Detrimental Conditions
Police & Fire Protection
General Appearance of Properties
Appeal to Market
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X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Fair

Poor
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MARKET ANALYSIS
The 15.0 acre proposed subject is zoned agricultural and is largely impacted by
100-year flood plain. It is to be subdivided from a 51.8 acre parcel being
purchased by Ken’s Foods, an adjacent user. After subdivision the parcel will be
landlocked. The Town of Lebanon plans to construct a regional detention pond
on the 15.0 acres.
The subject is located along the southern boarder of The Lebanon Business Park,
a 1,250-acre multitenant industrial development situated just west on I-65
between State Roads 32 and 39. The Lebanon Business Park is a CSX Select Site
and rail service is available to many of the Park’s developments. Ken’s Foods
occupies the industrial building to the northeast of the subject. The remaining
36.8 acres of the subject’s larger parcel lies to the east. It is not known how Ken’s
Foods plans to use that land. New Cold Indianapolis purchased the 55 acres
adjacent to the north of the subject in November in 2020 with reported plans to
develop a 384,300 square foot advanced, large-scale automated cold storage
facility. The $150,000,000 project is expected to open sometime in 2022. Other
noted users within The Lebanon Business Park include DA Lubricant, SkjodtBarrett Foods, Festool USA, and Hacette Book Group.
While the subject is zoned agricultural, within a flood plain, and will be landlock
after subdivison, it is adjacent to intensive industrial uses and is being
subdivided from a parent parcel that is planned for industrial zoning. Further,
its planned development is for a regional detention pond meant to serve the
Business Park, allowing for more efficient use of the park’s land. Considering
this, both agricultural sales and surrounding industrial sales are considered for
this analysis.
Agricultural Land
Purdue University’s Agricultural Economics Report from December of 2020
indicates that average Indiana farmland values reached a market value peak of
$7,976 per acre in 2014. The survey indicated average farmland values had
declined to $7,011 per acre by late 2019. However, the report indicated that high
quality land values increased by 4.5 percent to $8,579. Average quality land
values increased by 3.2 percent to $7,236, and poor quality land values increased
by 6.3 percent to $5,746. It was also noted that the increases were primary
concentrated in the last half of 2019 with only slight changes from December
2019 to mid-2020. These recently reported Indiana farmland value trends are
represented in the chart below.
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The report suggested that farmers are optimistic for both current and future
expectations of the agricultural economy which should place positive
momentum on farmland values. However, with continued economic
uncertainty, it was indicated that many prospective buyers may choose to hold
current farmland investments and delay potential sales. For several years, the
limited supply of farmland on the market has bolstered sales prices. Thus, a
number of forces are expected to provide positive support for farmland prices
through 2021.
ZONING
The subject is currently governed by Boone County zoning and is zoned AG –
General Agricultural Distraction. According to Ben Bontrager with the planning
and zoning office the property will be annexed to the Town of Lebanon. Until
the annexation is complete, the acreage is under the Boone County APC zoning
jurisdiction, thus the agricultural zoning. Upon annexation, which is currently
being finalized, zoning will be established under the City of Lebanon planning
jurisdiction, which is part of the annexation ordinance process. Once the
annexation is effective, the property will be zoned Planned Business Industrial
(PBI) and this does include the entire parcel including the 15 acres.
PBI – Planned Business - Industrial
The subject property is zoned Planned Business – Industrial (PBI). The purpose
of this district is to provide locations for production, small-scale manufacturing,
assembly, warehousing, research and development facilities, and similar land
uses. This district is intended to accommodate only industrial uses that are
completely contained within structures and do not involve the outdoor storage
of materials or the release of potential environmental pollutants. This district
should be used to support industrial retention and expansion in Lebanon.
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PERMITTED USES:

A number of agricultural, park/recreational,
communications/utilities, institutional/public,
entertainment, professional services, several
retail/wholesale uses, limited food sales,
personal services, with a primary focus on
warehousing and light industrial uses. All
permitted uses in this District are subject to
Development Plan Review.

MINIMUM LOT AREA:

Five Acres

MINIMUM FRONTAGE:

150 feet

MINIMUM WIDTH:

200 feet

MINIMUM SETBACKS:

Front: 50 feet
Side: 25 feet
Rear: 50 feet

MAXIMUM DENSITY:

0.6 Floor Area Ratio & 75% maximum lot
coverage for all impervious surfaces

MAXIMUM BUILDING
HEIGHT:

50 feet

PARKING:

Varies based on use however
warehousing/distribution centers call for 1
space per employee on the largest shift; plus
one space per vehicle used in the operation of
the industry.

CONFORMANCE:

According to the above zoning ordinance, the
subject property seems to conform to all
applicable criteria.
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AG – General Agricultural District
The subject property is zoned AG, General Agricultural District. This district
allows the opportunity for further residential development beyond the
constraints of the AP (Agricultural Preservation) District; however, residential
development in this district still remains limited.
PERMITTED USES:

Commercial greenhouse, roadside produce
stand, sale barn for livestock, farm, hay, grain,
feed stores, plant nursery, commercial facility
for breeding non farm fowl animals, confined
feeding, fairgrounds, private or public stable,
home occupation, farm seasonal worker
housing, mobile home, and cemetery or
crematory.

MINIMUM ROAD FRONTAGE: 45 feet
MINIMUM SETBACKS:

Front: 20 feet
Side: 10 feet
Rear: 10 feet

MAXIMUM BUILDING
HEIGHT:

25 feet

PARKING REQUIREMENTS:

Varies depending on use

CONFORMANCE:

According to the above zoning criteria, the
subject property appears to conform to the
established zoning requirements.
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5.0 HIGHEST & BEST USE
HIGHEST & BEST USE DEFINED
As defined by the Appraisal Institute, highest and best use is
"The reasonably probable use of property that results in the highest value.
The four criteria that the highest and best use must meet are legal
permissibility, physical possibility, financial feasibility, and maximum
4
productivity."
HIGHEST & BEST USE AS IF VACANT – 15.0 ACRE PROPOSED PARCEL
Legally Permissible:
Physically Possible:

Financially Feasible/
Maximally Productive:

Conclusion:

Once annexation is complete the property will be
rezoned to PBI, allowing for a wide variety of
industrial uses.
The subject property is large enough to
accommodate several developments as approved
by zoning, but is located within a 100-year flood
plain, likely restricting development potential.
Continued agricultural use with the potential for
assemblage with an adjacent user, contributing
utility for more intensive development outside the
flood plain.
Continued agricultural use with the potential for
assemblage with an adjacent user, contributing
utility for more intensive development outside the
flood plain. The subject’s planned use as a
regional detention pond is consistent with this
conclusion.

4

Appraisal Institute, The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 6th ed., s.v. “highest and best use”.
(Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2015).
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6.0 VALUATION
Following is a valuation of the subject utilizing the applicable techniques as
identified in Section 2 of this report.
Selection of Comparables
Research was conducted to identify recent sales or current listings that were most
similar in physical, functional and economic characteristics. The comparables
that were concluded to provide best indicators are shown on the ensuing pages
with a map identifying their locations in relation to the subject. Comparables
have been adjusted to reflect effective sale prices, taking into account expenses
after the sale when such expenses are known, and adjustment to cash
equivalency if such an adjustment is required.
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TERZO & BOLOGNA, INC. MARKET DATA: SALE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND
DESCRIPTIVE DATA
Tax Code: 06-14-30-000-010.000-017S
Zoning: Agricultural
Parcel Area: 77.79 Net Acres
78.5 Gross Acres
Shape: Rectangular
Cover: None
Topography: Essentially level
Improvements: None
Road Surface: Paved
Source: Public records
Verified By: RLP
Comments: According to public records 0.17 acres are legal ditch, 0.71
acres are public road/ROW, 8.01 acres are woodlands, and
38.0 acres are tillable land. Sugar Creek abuts the site at the
southeast corner and the south end of the site are inundated
by a 100-year flood plain. Soil index for corn is 160.
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TERZO & BOLOGNA, INC. MARKET DATA: SALE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND
DESCRIPTIVE DATA
Tax Code: 06-13-31-000-007.001-014
Zoning: Agricultural
Parcel Area: 64.51 Net Acres
67.61 Gross Acres
Shape: Irregular
Cover: None
Topography: Essentially level
Improvements: None
Road Surface: Paved
Source: Public records
Verified By: RLP
Comments: According to public records 1.16 acres are legal ditch, 1.94
acres are public road/ROW, 13.74 acres are woodlands, 1.61
acres are non tillable land, and 47.41 acres are tillable land.
Sugar Creek extends through the site. Approximately 75% of
the site is inundated by a 100-year flood plain. Soil index for
corn is 126.5.
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TERZO & BOLOGNA, INC. MARKET DATA: SALE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND
DESCRIPTIVE DATA
Tax Code: 06-10-12-000-014.000-017
Zoning: Agricultural
Parcel Area: 23.54 Net Acres
24.48 Gross Acres
Shape: Irregular
Cover: None
Topography: Essentially level
Improvements: None
Road Surface: Paved
Source: Public records
Verified By: RLP
Comments: According to public records 10.94 acres are public road/ROW
and 23.54 acres are tillable land. A very small amount of land
along the west lot line is in a 100-year flood plain. A riverine
extends along the north lot line and a portion of the east lot
line. Soil index for corn is 151.2.
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TERZO & BOLOGNA, INC. MARKET DATA: SALE OF AGRICULTURAL LAND
DESCRIPTIVE DATA
Tax Code: 06-06-05-000-008.000-011
Zoning: Agricultural
Parcel Area: 44.83 Net Acres
46.07 Gross Acres
Shape: Slightly irregular
Cover: None
Topography: Essentially level
Improvements: None
Road Surface: Paved
Source: Public records
Verified By: RLP
Comments: According to public records 0.76 acres are public road/ROW,
0.48 acres are legal ditch, and 44.83 acres are tillable land. A
riverine extends through the site. Soil index for corn is 163.9.
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Adjustments
The following analysis will rate each comparison in relation to the subject and
then make qualitative adjustments for the differences. The ensuing chart shows
how each comparable is rated in relation to the subject. Adjustments are applied
as follows.
Market conditions – Purdue University’s Agricultural Economics Report from
December of 2020 indicates that average Indiana farmland values reached a
market value peak of $7,976 per acre in 2014. The survey indicated average
farmland values had declined to $7,011 per acre by late 2019. However, the
report indicated that high quality land values increased by 4.5 percent to $8,579.
Average quality land values increased by 3.2 percent to $7,236, and poor quality
land values increased by 6.3 percent to $5,746. It was also noted that the
increases were primary concentrated in the last half of 2019 with only slight
changes from December 2019 to mid-2020. These recently reported Indiana
farmland value trends are represented in the chart below.

The data is used to determine the annual market condition adjustments
applied to the comparables.
Location - Adjustments are applied to reflect differences in desirability
due to location. In this case, the subject is zoned agricultural, but is
adjacent to a large-scale business park.
Physical characteristics - Adjustments reflect differences in parcel size;
availability of utilities; configuration, visibility, and frontage; percent
tillable, topography, wetlands, woodlands, or other known subsoil
conditions that may restrict development; or differences attributable to
any functional limitations.
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o Size – The comparables used for this analysis range widely in size
from 23.54 acres to 77.79 net acres. Conversations with industry
professionals indicated that adjustments for the size differences in
agricultural tracts are generally not required as prices are based
upon the potential crop productivity. All comparables have
current agricultural uses, therefore no size adjustments are made.
o Configuration – The subject has an irregular shape. Comparable 4
is deemed to have a superior configuration and has been adjusted
accordingly. No other adjustments were warranted.
o Soil Index - The subject’s soil index is a very high 182. The
comparables range from 126.5 to 163.9. An analysis of sale prices
versus soil ratings of agricultural sales were conducted throughout
the state of Indiana. This reveals the following relationship.

Adjustments made for soil rating differences are based upon this
analysis.
o Tillable Acreage – The subject is 100 percent tillable. Comparables
3 and 4 are deemed to be similar, requiring no adjustment.
Comparables 1 and 2 have smaller tillable acreages requiring
upward adjustments.
o Topography/Wetland – The subject and comparables 1-3 are all
located within flood plains, requiring no adjustment. Comparable
4 is not located within a flood plain and has been adjusted
downward.
Legal characteristics – The subject and all comparables are zoned
agricultural.
Non-Realty Components – no adjustments were required.
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15.0+/- Acres - Ken's Foods
LAND SALE ADJUSTMENT CHART

Subject
Cash Equivalent Sale Price
Sq. Ft. - Price/Acre

15.00

Comparable #1
5575 W. 800 N.
Thorntown, IN
$430,000
77.79
$5,528

Comparable #2
11603 W SR 47
Thorntown, IN
$420,000
64.51
$6,511

Comparable #3
4740 N SR 39
Lebanon, IN
$159,113.50
23.54
$6,759

Comparable #4
4245 W. 50 S.
Lebanon, IN
$368,832
44.83
$8,227

Transactional Adjustments
Real Property Rights Conveyed

Fee Simple

Similar

Adjusted Sale Price/Acre
Financing Terms

Similar

Adjusted Sale Price/Acre
Market

Similar

None

Similar

Similar

0.0%
0.0%

Similar

Apr-19

Adjusted Sale Price/Acre

0.0%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Similar

$5,528

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Similar

$6,511

0.0%

0.0%
$8,227

Similar

$6,759
Nov-19

0.0%
$8,227

$6,759
Similar

0.0%
$8,227

$6,759

$6,511
Aug-19

0.0%
$6,759

$6,511
Similar

$5,528
Feb-21

Similar

$6,511

$5,528

Adjusted Sale Price/Acre
Market Conditions (Date of Sale)

0.0%

0.0%
$6,511

$5,528

Adjusted Sale Price/Acre
Expenses After Purchase

Similar

$5,528
Cash Equiv.

Conditions of Sale

0.0%

0.0%
$8,227

Mar-19

$6,759

0.0%
$8,227

Property Adjustments
Quantitative Adjustments
Location

Average

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

15.00

77.79

0.0%

64.51

0.0%

23.54

0.0%

44.83

0.0%

Irregular

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Superior

-5.0%

182

160

14.0%

126.5

43.0%

151.2

20.4%

163.9

10.0%

100%

48.8%

40.0%

73.0%

20.0%

100.0%

0.0%

100

0.0%

Zone AE

Zone AE

0.0%

Zone AE

0.0%

Zone A

0.0%

Zone X

-5.0%

Near

Electric

2.5%

Electric

2.5%

Electric

2.5%

Electric

0.0%

Typical

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

AG

AG

2.5%

AG

0.0%

AG

0.0%

AG

0.0%

None

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Similar

0.0%

Physical Characteristics
Size
Config/Visibility/Frontage
Soil Index
Tillable Acreage
Topography/Wetland
Utilities
Economic Characteristics
Legal Characteristics
Non-Realty Components
Total Quantitative Adjustments

59.0%

65.5%

22.9%

0.0%

Adjusted Sale Price/Acre

$8,790

$10,776

$8,307

$8,227
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VALUATION

The comparables indicate an adjusted value range of $8,307 per acre to $10,776
per acre. Comparable 2 required the largest gross adjustment and appears to be
an outlier at $10,776 per acre. The remaining comparables indicate a value
within the $8,227 to $8,790 range.
We recognize that the subject is largely undevelopable, land locked, and that this
type of land would typically command sale prices of less than $10,000 per acre.
We also realize that the subject is adjacent to industrial lots that have values in
excess of $60,000 per acre. Thus, there is a market for use of the subject with
respect to use for off-site pond areas, from developers not wanting to use
$60,000+ acre land value for such use. It appears possible to also use nearby
farm ground for pond use. Most farmers are likely to want in excess of $10,000
per acre for a pond easement (a value greater than farm ground as it would
create an irregular shape within their acreage).
With these factors in mind, while it is unusual to value undevelopable land at a
rate greater than $10,000 per acre, the subject does provide potential utility
(pond) to nearby adjacent industrial land. The Town of Lebanon has purchased
two parcels adjacent to the subject, also meant for detention pond use; 25.0 acres
to the west were purchased in 2016 for $29,580 per acre and 3.0 acres to the north
were purchased for $40,000 per acre in 2017. While each parcel parcel is also
located within a flood plain and are also landlocked, each were more closely
associated with the industrial park and values paid for those parcels likely
reflected that use. Given that, a value associated with the subject somewhat
below this range, perhaps well below, is deemed appropriate. Further, the
subject is to be subdivided from a larger parcel that was recently purchased for
$28,958 per acre. A value related to the subject is also likely to be to below the
purchase price per acre for the larger parcel. Thus, the subject valuation is
somewhat subjective, and a value within the range of $8,790 to $28,958 per acre
could be viewed as reasonable. Due to the small market for the subject and the
potential alternatives (using farm ground or utilizing an on-site pond), a value
conclusion much closer to the lower end of this range is concluded to be
reasonable.

15.000
acres x
$15,000 /acre =
Land Value by Sales Comparison (Rounded)

$225,000
$230,000

The value conclusion of $15,000 per acre is 51.8 percent of the $28,958 per acre
purchase price of the 51.8 acre larger parcel. Subtracting the $230,000 value
conclusion from the $1,500,000 indicates a price of $1,270,000 related to the
remaining 36.8 acres, or $34,511 per acre.
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Exposure Time
The estimated value presupposes the property had been exposed on the market
for a reasonable period of time. This retrospective observation is based on
analysis of past events presuming a competitive and open market. In this
instance, exposure time has been observed from past sales. The estimated value
predicated on these observations presume(s) an exposure time of six to nine
months.
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7.0 CERTIFICATION OF THE APPRAISERS
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
- the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
- the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
- I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report,
and no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.
- I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties
involved with this assignment.
- my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.
- my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development
or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the
client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the
occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.
- my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared,
in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.
- I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
- Greg Knapp wrote the enclosed report. Erick Landeen performed the review for the final
product.
- The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute.
- the use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to
review by its duly authorized representatives, and is subject to review by governing State
agencies.
- as of the date of this report, I have completed the continuing education program of the
Appraisal Institute.
- to the best of my knowledge, neither I, nor Terzo & Bologna, Inc., has performed any
services as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property that is the subject
of this report within the three-year period immediately preceding acceptance of this
assignment.

Greg Knapp
Indiana Certified General Appraiser – #CG41500014
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I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
- the statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
- the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
- I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report,
and no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.
- I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties
involved with this assignment.
- my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.
- my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development
or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the
client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the
occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.
- my analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared,
in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.
- I have not made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
- Greg Knapp wrote the enclosed report. Erick Landeen performed the review for the final
product.
- The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute.
- the use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to
review by its duly authorized representatives, and is subject to review by governing State
agencies.
- as of the date of this report, I have completed the continuing education program of the
Appraisal Institute.
- to the best of my knowledge, neither I, nor Terzo & Bologna, Inc., has performed any
services as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property that is the subject
of this report within the three-year period immediately preceding acceptance of this
assignment.

Erick Landeen, MAI
Indiana Certified General Appraiser - #CG40400483
Did Not Inspect Subject Property
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• INTRODUCTION TO TERZO & BOLOGNA, INC.
Terzo & Bologna, Inc. is a real estate consulting group that specializes in
analysis of commercial properties throughout the Midwest. The firm has a
well-established reputation and is recognized for its ability to resolve complex
valuation issues in an objective and impartial manner.
The primary goal of Terzo & Bologna, Inc. is to build long-term relationships
by providing high quality real estate analysis that is timely and of value to its
clients.

• PROBLEM SOLVING IS OUR STRENGTH
The success of any real estate analysis rests on knowledge of local markets.
No two properties are alike. Each presents its own unique challenge to
analysis. Similarly, client objectives are not all alike. Some clients require
analysis leading to property valuation; others require analysis directed to
specific investment or disposition strategy.
The firm considers the uniqueness of each property and assignment in
providing services that are responsive to the specific needs of the client. No
matter how intricate the real estate problem, Terzo & Bologna, Inc. has the
experience to solve it.
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• STAFF APPRAISERS AND COUNSELORS
Well-educated and experienced professionals form the backbone of the firm.
Staff appraisers and counselors have established backgrounds in a wide range
of real estate related fields such as finance, mortgage banking, banking
oversight, brokerage, and property management. Each is involved in a
continuing education program. The multiple perspectives provided by this
professional diversity enhance the quality of the analysis that is provided to
each client.
Services are provided in accordance with the ethics and standards established
by the Appraisal Institute. Services are unbiased, knowledgeable and
confidential.
Staff members of Terzo & Bologna, Inc. are currently licensed in the following
states.
Indiana
Michigan
Ohio
Kentucky
Illinois
Licensure in other states can be obtained at the client's request.
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QUALIFICATIONS OF THE APPRAISERS
GREG B. KNAPP
Greg B. Knapp has been appraisal associate of Terzo and Bologna, Inc. since
2011. He has 16 years of real estate industry experience having worked as a loan
originator, property manager for both multi-family and commercial properties,
and as a Director of Real Estate for an international fraternal organization.
Greg is a graduate of the Indiana University Kelley School of Business where he
earned a Bachelor of Science degree in Finance and Real Estate with a minor in
economics.
Mr. Knapp is an Associate Member of the Appraisal Institute and has completed
the course requirements for Certified General Appraisal license in Indiana
including: Real Estate Appraisal Principals, Real Estate Appraisal Procedures,
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, Real Estate Finance
Statistics and Valuation Modeling, General Appraiser Sales Comparison
Approach, General Appraiser Market Analysis & Highest and Best Use, General
Appraiser Site Valuation & Cost Approach, General Appraiser Income Approach
I, General Appraiser Income Approach II, General Appraiser Report Writing and
Case Studies. Additionally, Greg has completed the Appraisal Institute’s
Advanced Market Analysis and Highest and Best Use and Advanced Income
Capitalization classes.
Greg is licensed in Indiana as a Certified General Appraiser (CG41500014).
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ERICK LANDEEN, MAI
Erick Landeen, MAI is a principal of Terzo & Bologna, Inc. He has been a commercial
real estate appraiser since 1988, holding the MAI designation since 1993. He is a
Certified General Appraiser (CG40400483) in the State of Indiana. Landeen joined Terzo
& Bologna, Inc. in 2005 after serving as a Principal with Integra Realty Resources –
Portland, Oregon.
He earned a Bachelor of Science degree majoring in economics at Willamette University.
Appraisal assignments completed include a wide range of complex properties such as
retail, office, industrial, multi-family, single-family subdivisions, proposed and existing
single family condominium developments, hotels/motels, manufactured home parks,
acreage, and a variety of special use properties.
Landeen is a member of IRWA and has performed numerous appraisals and appraisal
reviews involving eminent domain for a variety of projects involving roads and a
various utilities. He is pre-qualified with the Indiana Department of Transportation to
provide Appraisals and Appraisal Reviews. He served the Beaver State chapter of IRWA
as the Membership Chair and Valuation Chair. He currently serves on the Valuation
Committee for IRWA Chapter 10.
Landeen has taught USPAP for the Appraisal Institute since 1998. Other courses taught
for the American College of Real Estate and Appraisal include: Introduction To Income
Property Appraisal; Condemnation Appraising; and Real Estate Appraisal Review.
Professional organizations served include the Greater Oregon Chapter of the Appraisal
Institute (President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, Education Chair, Seminar
Chair, Admissions, Portland Sub-chapter Chair), Northgateway Redevelopment Board
(Citizen Representative), and served the Hoosier State Chapter of the Appraisal Institute
in many roles including: Indianapolis Subchapter (Vice Chair and Chair), Associate
Member Guidance, Public Relations Committee Chair, and from 2014-2016 he served as
Board of Director. In 2016 he was elected as a Hoosier State Chapter Appraisal Institute
Representative. He served as the Hoosier State Chapter Secretary/Treasurer, Vice
President, President and currently serves as Past-President.
In November 2015 Mr. Landeen was recognized by the Appraisal Institute as a
“Volunteer of Distinction”.
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